
Complex Problems - SIMPOL Solutions
The use of simplified modelling in the design of CSO improvement schemes

Introduction
The Urban Pollution Management (UPM) Programme has presented the principles of planning and
consenting Combined Sewer Overflows (CSO) to meet the requirements of receiving waters . This
paper presents a case study of these principles being applied to a medium sized catchment and
describes some of the improvements that have been made to the tools used to assess water quality
impacts. The size and significance of the catchment is such that the use of the full dynamic models
cannot be justified for cost reasons, but the complexity of the problems is such that they were
beyond the scope of existing standard techniques . An innovative approach has therefore been used
to ensure river water quality will be protected without entailing excessive costs. In addition, attention
is drawn to some of the problems encountered when using Formula A in shallow gradient,
surcharged systems.

The Study Area
The work was carried out for the catchment of Louth in North Lincolnshire on behalf of Anglian
Water Services . Louth is a pretty, old market town with a;small -river, called the Lud,:running>through
the heart of it. The sewer system has been built up with the town over the past few hundred years.
The main sewers through the centre of the town are rather small (<400 mm diameter) and of shallow
gradients, but also deep (3-6 m) which means that it is difficult to upgrade them, especially
considering the many crossings under the river . As new areas have been added to the system so
they have been protected from overloading and causing flooding by the construction of many CSOs.
In all there are 17 overflows capable of discharging to the Lud during wet weather.

Reasons for the water quality study

Simon Spooner - Mott MacDonald

Over a period of years the Environment Agency (then NRA) had noted a deterioration in the quality
of the river water and believed that discharges from the CSOs were responsible for this .
A full drainage area study had been carried out by Mott MacDonald and Oscar Faber Water in
1993/4 . Based on a WALLRUS model, this report described the hydraulic behaviour of the system
and made recommendations regarding the operational condition. A return period storm analysis of
the CSO performance indicated-significant volumes of sewage being discharged in wet weather but
observed that the pass forward flow of each CSO comfortably exceeded Formula A. It was therefore
concluded that the CSOs were meeting their consents . In addition an analysis of the routine water
quality monitoring data collected monthly by the EA upstream and downstream of the town since
1976 did

	

of indicate a significant deterioration in water quality.
However, the EA were still unhappy and made it known that they would not renew the consents .
Their concern was based on biological indicator species surveys and visual inspections which did
indicate a poor water quality.
In line with the AMP(2) guidelines for medium significance catchments it was decided to carry out a
QUALSOC analysis to determine the water quality impact of the CSOs. This phase of the study was
conducted before the publication of the UPM manual but with a prior knowledge of the principles of
UPM.

QUALSOC Analysis
The purpose of this study was to decide whether the CSOs were having a significant impact on the
quality of water in the river: if so, then which of the CSOs were the most significant; if not, then to
show that another source of pollution must be responsible for the problem.
QUALSOC is a procedure for deciding the correct setting for a single CSO (as a variation from
Formula A) to meet a river water quality objective . However, this approach as it stood proved to be
unsuitable for answering the questions being asked in Louth and required some significant
modifications. Effectively this has created a new water quality model which we have called
MMQualsoc.
Firstly QUALSOC considers just one CSO in isolation . Louth has 17 overflows interacting with the
river and with each other. To allow the simultaneous calculation of the impacts from these, the
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procedures and formulae for QUALSOC were loaded onto a spreadsheet and repeated side by side
for each of the 9 most significant overflows . Starting from the upstream end the effect of spills on the
river andon the next overflow downstream maybe calculated .
In the traditional QUALSOC method the pass forward flow of the overflow is carried over a range of
values around Formula A and the water quality of the discharge and in the river derived for each of
these, allowing the optimal pass forward flow setting to be selected . The only water quality
parameter considered is Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD).
In Louth the overflow pass forward flow settings and spill performance were calculated for a specific
storm using the WALLRUS hydraulic model. MMQualsoc uses these values and calculates the
resultant river-water quality. A 1-year return period 60 minute storm was considered to be a suitable
benchmark.
Initially the pass forward flows in the model were set to the flow at first spill as calculated in the
drainage area study, the water quality impact of the storm over 24 hours was calculated . This
indicated only a minor impact from the CSOs not exceeding the Maximum Admissible concentration
(MAC) for BOD. However, after further consideration it was decided that this was not a realistic
approach as the real behaviour of the CSOs is to become surcharged and pass forward far less over
the period of the storm that at first spill . Additionally it is more reasonable to consider the effect of
the spills as diluted in the river over a shorter period than 24 hours; 6 hours was selected .
The conclusion from this analysis is that the CSOs are having a significant impact and that the two
CSOs at the bottom of the system are responsible forthe bulk of that impact:This-analysis-look only-
a couple of weeks of work . On the basis of this first study Mott MacDonald was commissioned to
carry out a further study to design remedial works and to use simplified water quality modelling
techniques to prove that the designs would meet the river water quality objectives in the long term. It
was decided that the MMQualsoc method was too simplified to achieve this, therefore we proposed
to use SIMPOL.

Designing Solutions with the Aid of SIMPOL Analysis
Having identified the major sources of pollution, sewerage improvements could be designed using
standard hydraulic modelling packages . The WALLRUS model was converted to HydroWorks and
re-verified with increased detail around the CSOs. Capital works solutions were initially designed to
contain a 10-year return period storm without spills from the two most significant overflows . This still
left smaller spills occurring from several of the minor overflows upstream. To determine whether that
these minor spills would cause a failure of the water quality objectives a SIMPOL model was
constructed . This model was run using stochastically generated rainfall time series (TSR) as
generated by WRc's STORMPAC.
Initially the SIMPOL modelling method as published in the UPM Manual was followed, however this
spreadsheet was found to have some drawbacks:
1 . The macros did not work properly .
2. It cannot cope with surcharged systems.
The first problem was easily addressed by rewriting the macros in visual basic. The second required
a more subtle solution . A change was made to the way in which the catchments were conceptualised
allowing the true effects of surcharging to be accurately modelled .
The hydraulic calibration of the baseline Louth SIMPOL model against HydroWorks for the first thirty
TSR events and generally showed an agreement to within 5%.
The solution proposed for the town is to close the most offensive overflow, where a 900 mm main
sewer has to pass through a 225 mm river crossing . The flows to it will be diverted by the
construction of a new 900 mm sewer which empties into an existing and under-utilised 1200 mm
main sewer. By placing a weir at the head of the diversion, and by the use of Hydrobrakes, a number
of existing large sewers may be utilised as a tank of some 300 m capacity . Frequent highly polluting
spills in the centre of town would be prevented, but on its own this scheme would cause spills from
the overflow at the bottom of the system to double . It is therefore proposed to construct a 2000 m3
off-line storage tank and a new CSO a little further upstream and close the existing CSO. In addition
there will be other smaller online storage tanks and pipe size upgrades elsewhere in the system,
primarily to alleviate flooding but also with benefits for water quality.
The results of the SIMPOL modelling allow the relative effectiveness of a scheme to be assessed .
Without extensive water quality monitoring and detailed modelling it is not possible to accurately
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Consenting Issues and Formula A

calibrate the SIMPOL model. It is particularly dependent upon assumptions of sediment depths in
the sewers . Therefore while an' aftempt has been made to get the pollutant concentrations into
realistic figures (based on the per capita and industrial contributions as calculated by MMQualsoc
and some limited river water quality monitoring during storms) it is not reasonable to treat them as
accurate predictions .
The approach taken to get around this problem is not to worry about it too much. Sewer Water
quality models never will make accurate predictions for Specific storms . There are too many
unknown and random factors . What the water quality model should do is to focus the mind on the
major factors determining pollution performance. Solutions can then be focused. An assessment of
whether a solution is good enough or not can be made by assessing the likely relative improvement
in water quality following the scheme. That way it does not matter if the water quality predictions of
the model are out by 30% for any particular storm. When the model is run for a long time series of
storms and the results for the baseline and the proposed solution are compared a judgement can be
made as to whether the solution is sufficient . For one solution a 72% reduction in the volume of
sewage discharged may be expected, this will correspond to an 87% reduction in the loads of BOD
discharged to the river. This should be more than sufficient to meet the water quality objectives. A
picture of the estimated river impact is shown with percentile compliance marked . This is only an
indication of performance and of a true calculation of expected percentiles since it is only
considering the water quality during storm events .
Of course t his is not a perfect approach and would not provide enough confidence for schemes
costing tens of millions of pounds . But for the middle ground.there are,big savings: on study costs
over the use of dynamic models and big savings on reduced capital costs over the use of fixed
discharge standards.
Following a value engineering review for Louth it was decided that to be safe a two phase approach
to implementing the solutions should be adopted.
Pre-construction monitoring of water quality is being carried out. This will be compared with post-
construction monitoring . If, after a reasonable period of time, there has not been the expected
improvement in river water quality, the second phase of the programme will be implemented with the
construction of a further online tank in the upper part of the catchment .
Such an approach is particularly appropriate in Louth because the disruption to buildings and traffic
caused by construction of the second phase is great in comparison to the anticipated improvement in
water quality.

The solutions developed for this catchment are typical of the type of result that the UPM approach
will deliver . Resources are targeted effectively where they will have the greatest benefit . But this
leaves the regulator with some problems.
The EA has declared all the overflows to be unsatisfactory . It has been demonstrated that closing all
the overflows would be uneconomic and that only a few need actually be modified . Thus the
consents must now be agreed for the remaining overflows . Some of these overflows operate so
infrequently that they can simply be blocked up . The rest of the overflows should be capable of
passing Formula A. This they can do under certain flow conditions such as at the beginning of small
storms . But Louth is a relatively flat catchment and during most storm events the system will
surcharge and back up with all of the overflows operating under reduced pass forward flow
capacities and many with reverse flows coming up the continuation pipe and then over the weir . This
behaviour showed the ideal behaviour of one of the overflows compared with the actual behaviour
predicted by HydroWorks for a range of storms of return periods from 30 years down to a few
months .
It may be seen that in catchments where there surcharging the performance of an overflow must be
considered in the context of the whole system and also in the context of the intensity of storms . It is
not sufficient to say that an overflow must pass Formula A at all times or at first spill because these
objectives may be unattainable and will be dependent upon the intensity of rainfall .
If a consent is to be issued based on Formula A then a return period for compliance should be
stated .
The holistic approach of UPM does help to steer around this problem. So long as water quality
modelling techniques such as MMQualsoc, SIMPOL or QSIM/MIKE 11 are employed then CSOs
that are not behaving in an ideal manner can still be consented, confident that water quality
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objectives will be met. Without the use of such techniques then it is very possible that CSOs will be
causing far more pollution than intended .

Conclusions
1 . Even two decades of routine monthly river water quality sampling can very easily miss a

significant impact form intermittent CSO discharges .
2. We have developed a quick to use and reliable method for assessing the impact of CSOs.

Essentially MMQualsoc takes the results from a full hydraulic model and calculates water quality
impacts by considering the proportion of stormwater to sewage in the spill, based on population,
industrial discharges, spill volume and pass forward flow . This method is suitable as an initial
feasibility study tool in medium and large catchments and as a design tool in small catchments .
an initial MMQualsoc study can be carried out in a matter of days and requires little more data
than is available from a drainage area study.

3. We have advanced the use of SIMPOL. Enabling its use in more complex systems and as a
stand alone water quality model. By emphasising the improvements achievable in water quality
rather than attempting to make exact predictions for real storms, the need for expensive water
quality monitoring may be avoided. This tool may be used as recommended in the UPM Manual
as an approximation to more complex models, or in its own right for medium sized catchments
where mass balanced modelling of the river is sufficient . (Where the impact on the river must be
considered over longer distances we have developed an entirely new simplified river water
quality model 0 but that is a different story.)

4. Louth clearly demonstrates some of the pitfalls of relying on Formula A for protecting water
quality. Under ideal conditions, steep catchments or very large capacity sewers, setting CSOs to
fixed discharge consents such as Formula A will provide excellent protection against causing
excessive pollution . But treating the performance of a CSO as independent of its situation in a
sewer system and assuming that it will react in a consistent manner to storms of different
intensities can lead to a serious misunderstanding of its true discharge behaviour. If Formula A is
to be used to set CSO consents then hydraulic analysis must be carried out and clear boundaries
for the applicability of Formula A agreed in terms of achievable pass forward flows for specified
return period storms . The quality of the receiving waters can better be protected by the use of
hydraulic models with time series rainfall and simplified water quality impact models .
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Discussion

Question

	

Katherine Pygott -APEM Ltd
You have discussed a second phase water quality monitoring . The techniques used in pre-
construction did not show up the deficiencies . What are you going to do post construction .
Answer

Pre-construction samples taken by simple bucket samples. Results indicated that regular (monthly
samples) had a 5 mg/I BOD and sampling in storm events showed an in-river quality of 30 mg/l . Post
construction monitoring programme is not yet established.

	

-
Question

	

Dennis Dring - Yorkshire Water
How sensitive is Simpol to Industrial inputs and howwas it validated .
Answer
Simpol is very base and a weakness is that they are not included and should be added. They are
included in MMQualsoc. We used simplistic values in Simpol . Used measured values where possible
and consented values otherwise .
Question

	

Graham Squibbs - North West Water
How where allowances for first foul flushes and for sediment depths made in Qualsoc .

Answer
First foul flushes in Qualsocwere allowed for by increasing the spill quality by 25%
In Simpol, used sediment depths based on CCTV data, and working with population/industrial
loadings until the results agreed with known values . Arbitrary settings used. Increase in depths in
known areas of sediment depths relative to others .
Comment

	

Karen Simpson - WRc
WRc were aware of the errors in the SIMPOL Macro listed in Appendix D of the UPM Manual (table
D.4), within a month of publication. Had Mott MacDonald contacted WRc via FWR, explaining their
difficulties in writing the macro code, we would have sent them an addendum . Other users have
been sent this documentation . This issue will be addressed in the UPM Manual update, which is
about to commence
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